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Abstract. Computer Go has improved up to a superhuman level thanks to Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) combined with Deep Learning. The best computer Go
programs use reinforcement learning to train a policy and a value network. These
networks are used in a MCTS algorithm to provide strong computer Go players.
In this paper we propose to improve the architecture of a value network using
Spatial Average Pooling.
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Introduction

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) has been successfully applied to many games and
problems [1]. The most popular MCTS algorithm is Upper Confidence bounds for Trees
(UCT) [9]. MCTS is particularly successful in games [8]. A variant of UCT when priors are available is PUCT [11]. AlphaGo [12] uses a variant of PUCT as its MCTS
algorithm. AlphaGo Zero [14] and AlphaZero [13] also use PUCT as their MCTS algorithm. Golois, our computer Go player, uses as its MCTS algorithm the same variant of
PUCT as AlphaGo.
AlphaGo uses a policy network to bias the choice of moves to be tried in the tree
descent, and a value network to evaluate the leaves of the tree. In AlphaGo Zero, the
evaluation of a leaf is uniquely due to the value network and playouts are not used anymore. Moreover the policy and value network are contained in the same neural network
that has two heads, one for the policy and one for the value.
AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero were applied to the game of Go. The approach has been
extended to chess and Shogi with AlphaZero [13]. After a few hours of self play and
training with 5 000 Tensor Processing Units from Google, AlphaZero was able to defeat
top Chess and Shogi programs (Stockfish and Elmo) using a totally different approach
than these programs. AlphaZero uses 1,000 times fewer evaluations than Stockfish and
Elmo for the same thinking time. It uses PUCT instead of AlphaBeta and a combined
value and policy network.
The AlphaGo Zero approach has been replicated by many researchers. The Leela
Zero program is a community effort to replicate the AlphaGo Zero experiments. People
donate their GPU time to make Leela Zero play self-play games [10]. The networks
trained on self play games are then tested against the current best network and replace
it if the result of the match is meaningful enough. The best network is then used for
randomized self-play. Most of the computing time used by programs replicating the
AlphaGo Zero approach is spent in self-play.

The ELF framework from Facebook AI Research [15] is an open source initiative to
implement reinforcement algorithms for games. It has been applied to the game of Go
following the AlphaGo Zero approach [16]. The resulting ELF Go program running on
a single V100 GPU has beaten top Korean professionals Go players 14 to 0 and Leela
Zero 200 to 0. It was trained for two weeks using 2 000 GPUs. It is a strong superhuman
level computer Go player, however it has the same kind of weaknesses as Leela Zero
and other Zero bots: it sometimes plays a ladder that is not working and loses the game
because of this ladder problem.
Another partially open source Go program is Phoenix Go by Tencent [20]. It won
the last computer Go tournament at Fuzhou, China in April 2018 defeating FineArt and
LeelaZero.
In this paper we are interested in improving a value network for Golois our computer Go program. We have previously shown that residual networks can improve a
policy network [3, 2]. We also use residual networks for our value network which is
trained on self-play games of the policy network. We propose to improve on the standard residual value network adding Spatial Average Pooling layers to the usual residual
value network. Our experiments are performed using Golois with and without Spatial
Average Pooling. The AQ open source Go program [19] also uses Spatial Average Pooling in its value network.
We now give the outline of the paper. The next section outlines the training of a
value network. The third section details the PUCT search algorithm. The fourth section
explains Spatial Average Pooling. The fifth section gives experimental results. The last
section concludes.
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Training a value network

Training of the value network uses games self-played by the policy network. Golois
policy network has a KGS 4 dan level using residual networks and three output planes
[17, 3, 2].
The playing policy is randomized, Golois chooses a move randomly between the
moves advised by the policy network that have a probability of being the best move
greater than the probability of the best move minus 0.2. This policy enable sufficient
randomization while retaining a good level of play. This is the randomization strategy
that was used to make Golois policy network play on KGS.
The architecture of the policy network uses nine residual blocks an three output
planes, one for each of the three next moves of the game. The network was trained on
games between professional players played between 1900 and 2015.
The architecture of our first value network is also based on residual networks and
has nine residual blocks. The first layer of the network is a convolutional layer with
1x1 filters that takes the 47 input planes and transform them into 256 19x19 planes.
The last layers of the network are a 1x1 convolution layer that converse the 256 planes
to a single plane, the single plane is then reshaped into a one dimensional tensor and
followed by two completely connected layers.
In order to be able to play handicap games, Golois uses nine outputs for its value
network. One output for each possible final score of a self-play game between 180.0 and

189.0. The final score is the score of the Black player. All output neurons representing
a score greater than the score of the self-played game are set to one during training and
all neurons strictly smaller are set to zero. For example if the score of a game is 183.0,
the first three outputs are set to zero and the next six outputs are set to one.
When using the value network for a game, the corresponding neuron is used for
the evaluation of states. If the game is even and the komi is 7.5 the neuron for a score
greater than 184.0 is used, if the game is handicap one and the komi is 0.5 the neuron for
a score greater than 180.0 is used. Using multiple output planes for the value network
has also been used independently for the CGI Go program [18].
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PUCT

In order to be complete, the PUCT algorithm is given in algorithm 1. Lines 2-5 deals
with getting the possible moves and stopping if the board is terminal. Line 6 gets the
entry of the board in the transposition table. Each board is associated to a Zobrist hash
code that enables to calculate the index of the board in the transposition table. An entry
in the transposition table contains the total number of playouts that have gone through
the state, the mean of all the evaluations of the children of the node and of the node
itself, the number of playouts for each possible moves, and the prior for each possible
move given by the policy network. The policy network uses a softmax activation for the
output of the network, so the priors given by the policy network can be considered as
probabilities of each move being the best. Lines 7-23 are executed when the state has
already been seen and is present in the transposition table. The goal is to find the move
that maximizes the PUCT formula. The PUCT formula is:
argmaxm (meanm + c × priorm ×

√
t
pm )

with c being the PUCT constant, priorm being the probability for move m given by the
policy network, t being the sum of the number of playouts that have gone through the
node and pm being the number of playouts that start with move m.
On line 20 the move that maximizes the PUCT formula is played, then the recursive
call to PUCT is done online 22 for the selected child of the current node. When PUCT
returns from the call and gets the evaluation of the new leaf, it updates the values of the
current node with the result of the search on line 23. This means it increases by one the
total number of playouts of the node, it increases by one the playouts of move m and
updates the mean of move m with res.
Lines 25-27 are executed when the state is not part of the PUCT tree. In this case it
adds an entry in the transposition table for this state and gets the evaluation of the board
from the value network. We use MCTS without playouts. The leaves are evaluated by
the value network alone. The value network is run on the eight symmetrical boards of
the state to evaluate, and the average of the eight evaluations is the evaluation of the
leaf.
We use tree parallelism for the PUCT search of Golois. Twelve threads are running
in parallel and share the same tree. Each thread is assigned to one of the four GPUs and
calls the forward pass of the policy and value networks on this GPU.

Algorithm 1 The PUCT algorithm.
1: PUCT (board, player)
2:
moves ← possible moves on board
3:
if board is terminal then
4:
return evaluation (board)
5:
end if
6:
t ← entry of board in the transposition table
7:
if t exists then
8:
bestValue ← −∞
9:
for m in moves do
10:
t ← t.totalPlayouts
11:
mean ← t.mean[m]
12:
p ← t.playouts[m]
13:
prior ← t.prior[m]
√
14:
value ← mean + c × prior × pt
15:
if value > bestValue then
16:
bestValue ← value
17:
bestMove ← m
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
play (board, bestMove)
21:
player ← opponent (player)
22:
res ← PUCT (board, player)
23:
update t with res
24:
else
25:
t ← new entry of board in the transposition table
26:
res ← evaluation (board, player)
27:
update t
28:
end if
29:
return res

We have also found that it improves the number of nodes per second to use a minibatch greater than 8. The standard algorithm uses minibatch of size 8 since there are
eight symmetrical states for a leaf of the tree. However current GPUs can be used more
efficiently with larger minibatches. The best results we had were with minibatches of
size 16. We only get the value of leaf every two leaves. It means that after the first call to
PUCT, a second tree descent is performed to get a second leaf to evaluate corresponding to 8 more states. The second tree descent does not usually find the same leaf as the
first tree descent since during each tree descent a virtual loss is added to the number of
playouts of the selected move. This ensures that the further tree descents do not always
select the same moves. So after the second descent, both the first leaf and the second
leaf are evaluated, with 8 symmetrical states each, resulting in a minibatch of 16 states.
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Spatial Average Pooling

Spatial Average Pooling takes the average of a rectangle of cells of the input matrix
as the output of the layer. Table 1 illustrates the application of a 2x2 Spatial Average
Pooling on a 4x4 matrix. The elements of the 4x4 matrix are split into four 2x2 matrices
and each 2x2 matrix is averaged to give each element of an output 2x2 matrix.
Table 1. Spatial Average Pooling.
8
4
2
1

3
1
6
7

4
6
3
2

7
3
9
6

45
45

We used Spatial Average Pooling in the last layers of Golois value network with a
size 2x2 and a stride of 2 as in the table 1 example.
When applying Spatial Average Pooling with a size 2x2 and a stride of 2 to 19x19
planes, we add a padding of one around the 19x19 plane. Therefore the resulting planes
are 10x10 planes. When applying Spatial Average Pooling again to the 10x10 planes
with a padding of one we obtain 6x6 planes. The last convolutional layer of the value
network is a single 6x6 plane. It is flattened to give a vector of 36 neurons. It is then
followed by a 50 neurons layer and the final 9 neurons output followed by a Sigmoid
(the value network outputs the probability of winning between 0 and 1).
The Spatial Average Pooling is meaningful for a value network since such a networks outputs a winning probability that is related to the estimated score of the board.
If neurons in the various planes represent the probability of an intersection to be Black
territory in the end, averaging such probabilities gives the winning probability. So using
Spatial Average Pooling layers can push the value network to represent probabilities of
ownership for the different parts of the board and help the training process.

In AlphaGo Zero [14], policy and value networks share the same weights of a network with two different heads. One head for the policy network and one head for the
value network. Our improvement of the value network can still be used in such an architecture, using Spatial Average Pooling for the value head.
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Experimental results

Experiments make PUCT with a given network play against PUCT with another network. 200 games are played between algorithms in order to evaluate them. Each move
of each game is allocated 0.5 seconds on a four GPU machine with 6 threads. This enables to play between 40 and 80 tree descents per move. In all experiments we use a
PUCT constant of 0.3 which is the best we found.
The experiments were done using the Torch framework [7], combining C++ code
for the PUCT search with lua/Torch code for the forward passes of the networks as well
as for the training of the value networks. The minibatches are created on the fly with
C++ code that randomly chooses states of the self played games and combine them in
a size 50 minibatch. Each state is associated to the result of the self played game. Once
the minibatch is ready it is passed to the lua code that deals with the computation of the
loss and the Stochastic Gradient Descent. We use the same 1,600,000 self played games
for training the value networks.
The value network including Spatial Average Pooling has 128 planes for each layer.
It starts with six residual blocks then applies Spatial Average Pooling, followed by three
residual blocks then another Spatial Average Pooling, followed by three other residual
blocks. The two fully connected layers of 50 and 9 neurons complete the network. This
value network is named SAP (6,3,3) in table 2.
The competing value network is the standard residual value network used in Golois.
It has nine residual blocks with 256 planes per layer. It is named α (9,256) in table
2. Deeper residual value networks were trained for Golois without giving much better
results, that is why we kept the nine blocks value network. The original AlphaGo used
13 layers convolutional networks while AlphaGo Zero uses either 20 or 40 residual
blocks with 256 planes. Our self-play data is not as high level as the self-play data of
AlphaGo Zero. That may explain why deeper networks make little difference.
Table 2 gives the evolution of the training losses of the two networks with the number of epochs. One epoch is defined as 5 000 000 training examples. The minibatch size
is 50, so an epoch is composed of 100,000 training steps. We can see in table 2 that SAP
(6,3,3) starts training with a smaller loss than α (9,256), but that eventually the losses
are close after 63 epochs.
Table 2. Evolution of the training loss of the value networks.
Epochs

1

3

7 15 31 63

α (9,256) 677 560 532 522 516 510
SAP (6,3,3) 654 554 530 521 515 511

We made the SAP (6,3,3) value network play fast games against the α (9,256) value
network. Both networks use the same policy network to evaluate priors and the parameters of the PUCT search such as the PUCT constant were tuned for the α (9,256) value
network. We found that a small PUCT constant of 0.3 is best, this may be due to the
quality of the policy network that implies less exploration and more confidence in the
value network since it directs the exploration toward the good moves.
SAP (6,3,3) wins 70.0% of the time against the usual residual value network. The
size of the network file for SAP (6,3,3) is 28,530,177 while the size of the network file
for α (9,256) is 85,954,310. The training time for 100 minibatches is 6.0 seconds for
SAP (6,3,3) while the training time for 100 minibatches is 12.5 seconds for α (9,256).
Using this network, Golois reached an 8d level on the KGS Go server running on
a 4 GPU machine with approximately 2 500 tree descents and 9 seconds thinking time
per move.
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Conclusion

We have proposed the use of Spatial Average Pooling to improve a value network for
the game of Go. The value network using Spatial Average Pooling is much smaller than
the usual residual value network and has better results.
We have also detailed our parallel PUCT algorithm that makes use of the GPU
power by making forward passes on minibatches of states instead of a single state.
The value network we have trained has multiple output neurons instead of one as in
usual networks It enables it to be used with different komi values and therefore to play
handicap games correctly. It is important for game play on servers such as KGS where
due to its 8d strength it plays handicap games most of the time.
In future work we plan to use Spatial Average Pooling for the value head of a combined value/policy network. We also plan to improve the search algorithm and its parallelization [4, 6, 5].
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